A&R Countertops LLC
1542 N Mosley
Wichita, Kansas 67214

Sink/Faucet/Cooktop Information for Homeowners
In order to successfully complete fabrication and installation of your remodel project, we need as much
information from you as you can offer. This information includes model numbers for sinks, faucets,
cooktops, stoves, etc. so that we can account for any additional or minimized overhang, or any other
unforeseen circumstances.

Sinks
Please note that we will need your sink delivered to our shop at least four days prior to your install. If you
have it on the jobsite during your scheduled template, we can pick it up from you then and bring it back
to our shop. We need your sink on hand during fabrication so that we can create a template to ensure we
make the sink cutout the correct size. We will mount and silicone your sink to your tops before we
complete your install.

Faucets
For vanities, we will need your faucet pattern (4” small spread, 8” widespread, single hole, 8” arced
widespread). This is so that we can save time during install by drilling faucet holes while your tops are still
in the shop. We will not take your faucets with us back to our shop post-template. Instead, we’ll take a
photo if we can and if not, we’ll have you fill in that information on your plot layout. Kitchens, bars,
utility tops, etc. will have their faucet holes drilled during install. This is because there is a possibility of
needing additional holes drilled that have a variable location (RO system, sprayer, etc.). Please be on site
during install to direct our install crew on where to drill the additional holes so that we do not have to
make a return trip. A return trip to drill faucet holes costs $75, and each hole after the first is $25. We will
not mount or connect your faucets; your plumber will be able to complete that.

Cooktops/Stoves
Please be prepared to provide us with the size (e.g. 30” vs. 36”) and model number of your cooktop or
stove. Cooktops will need a custom sized cutout in the top and the specification sheet for your cooktop
has the cutout size. We can acquire this information with simply the model number. If your countertops
are split up entirely by your slide-in stove, then we do not need that information. Your cabinets should
have been set to account for that size so the template will give us the information we need. If you have a
slide-in stove set in your island, please provide the model number of your stove. Again, your cabinets
should account for the necessary room, but depth wise, we’d like to be sure we have the correct
dimensions. If you’re at all uncertain, please provide us with the model number anyway so that we have it
to refer back to if need be. We will not install your cooktop or stove.
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